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Forthwind Variation Screening Application

1. THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT
Forthwind Ltd. (“Forthwind”) applied for consent under Section 36 (S36) of the Electricity Act 1989 for
the construction and operation of the Forthwind Project in July 2015. The application was supported
by an Environment Statement (ES) and in March 2016 supported further by a Habitats Regulations
Appraisal Addendum (HRA) for Ornithology. A S36 consent was awarded by Scottish Ministers in
December 2016.
The Forthwind Section 36 grants consent, as described in Annex 1, for a permitted generating capacity
not exceeding 18 MW and comprising of two wind powered lattice structure electricity generating
stations off the coast of Methil, Fife.
Forthwind have re-evaluated the consent envelope following a revision to the design parameters of
the consented project and have identified the need to vary some of the consented project parameters
listed in the Annex 1 of the S36 consent.
2. PURPOSE OF THIS DOCUMENT
In compliance with the requirements of
•

The Electricity Works (Environmental Impact Assessment) (Scotland) Regulations 2017) (the “EIA
Regulations”);

•

Electricity Generating Stations (applications for Variation of Consent) (Scotland) Regulations 2013
(the “Variation Regulations”); and

•

Scottish government guidance on applying for a S36 Consent Variation (Scottish Government
2013),

Forthwind request Marine Scotland to provide a screening opinion as to whether the proposed
changes within the forthcoming variation application can be scoped out of the Environmental Impact
Assessment process.
This document provides a plan of the proposed variation changes and a brief description of the nature
and purpose of the proposed development and its possible effects on the environment. The intent is
to provide Marine Scotland with the necessary information to determine whether the proposed
variation application requires an accompanying Environment Impact Assessment.
3. NEED FOR A CONSENT VARIATION
Offshore wind technology has witnessed significant advances over the last 3 years since the original
Forthwind application in July 2015; when it was considered that a wind turbine capacity between 6 to
9 MW was at the cutting edge of technology demonstration. However, by 2017 through incremental
efficiencies in technology design the average capacity of new offshore wind turbines installed was
5.9MW (a 23% increase on 2016) and now turbine technologies providing 10 MW are commercially
available on the market. By 2024, the trade body WindEurope anticipate turbines with capacities of
up to 15MW should be available1.
The Forthwind project is being developed to demonstrate and validate new innovative offshore wind
technology in 2019/20; enabling series production for wider global market entry by the mid-2020’s.
1

Pilita Clark “Bigger, higher and floating – advances that make wind a better power source”, Financial Times,
08 January 2018
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However, to be competitive within the global offshore wind market, the turbine technology to be
demonstrated needs to have a capacity of between 12 to 15MW.
Although not specified in the Section 36 consent, it is considered that the consent was awarded for
two turbines with an individual rated capacity of up to 9 MW; meaning that the total consented
capacity of the proposed development is 18MW. To allow incorporation of new technology
efficiencies into the development, Forthwind are now seeking an increase in consented capacity of
30MW.
Forthwind has undertaken site wind measurements since the original application was submitted in
2015. The surveys identified the predominant wind direction is west south west, meaning that one
turbine (turbine A in figure 1) is in the wake of the other turbine (turbine B in figure 1) creating
problems from a power production and long-term fatigue. This has led to the conclusion that one of
the turbine locations (turbine A in figure 1) would benefit in being relocated to an area with more
suitable ground conditions and “cleaner” winds. The overall footprint of the consented area will
reduce from the current 1.214km2 to 0.97km2.
4. UPDATED PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Forthwind is seeking to vary the S36 consent by modification of three parameters related to the wind
turbine generators that may be deployed. Specifically, a variation is being sought to allow:
•

An increase in the permitted generating capacity to 30 MW

•

Movement of Turbine A (as per Figure 1 and 3 of the S36 consent) from BNG coordinates
337812 697333 to a new location (BNG 337319 694939) – subject to a 100m micro siting.

•

Amending and reducing the overall area of the consented red line project boundary to
encompass the new turbine location and associated cable corridor.

The variation request will not seek to change any of the consented technical turbine parameters (e.g.
rotor diameter, blade tip height, hub height or operational lifetime).

Figure 1 - Proposed Variation Consent Area
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